
A Bunch 1241 

Chapter 1241: Come prepared… 

“This… Why did you agree to let her into the main base so easily?” 

Under the starry sky, the two of them followed behind Alice vigilantly. Pu Yunchuan carefully asked 

Isabelle beside him… … 

Isabelle rolled her eyes at Pu Yunchuan and said indifferently, “Isn’t it the same whether it’s easy or not? 

Won’t you still agree to her in the end?” 

Pu Yunchuan:”…” 

For a moment, he couldn’t refute Isabelle’s words. This was because of their basic understanding of 

Alice. Isabelle didn’t trust Alice from the bottom of her heart, but Pu Yunchuan was different. 

 

Through relying on Alice’s little cabbage, Pu Yunchuan had a good impression of Alice. He had always 

thought that some things couldn’t be faked. Alice’s good impression of cabbage didn’t seem to be due 

to her acting skills, even when the higher-ups reported that Alice had kidnapped cabbages in the end, he 

had never believed that Alice would harm cabbages. 

Therefore, when Alice said that cabbages were safe, he had believed it almost immediately… … 

“About this…”Pu Yunchuan scratched his head in embarrassment, he stammered and explained, 

“Actually, it’s not a big deal to put it in. Alice’s brain is good, but her strength is not worth mentioning. 

Any old player would be able to defeat her, not to mention the powerful old wizards in Huaxia City… “… 

“…” 

Hearing the old wizard’s explanation, Isabelle’s eyelids twitched. Pu Yunchuan was referring to the high 

school instructors in Huaxia City. 

Like most warrior-type players, Pu Yunchuan was also concerned about the base hiring such good 

instructors for magical-type players. Now, in order to quickly develop the civilization in the base.., new 

players were encouraged to choose academic and magical-type classes. Not only did the city 

government offer all sorts of benefits, but even the main base was also supported. 

Among them, the biggest difference was the difference between the instructors. Almost anyone could 

see that the advanced instructors in the academy were on a completely different level from the 

instructors in the warrior-type class, recently, more and more media began to secretly speculate that 

the warrior-type class would be reduced to a sewer class. This also caused the warrior-type players to 

feel an imbalance in their hearts. Naturally, they were also unhappy with the advanced instructors who 

had discriminated against them. 

Pu Yunchuan was the representative of the high-level warrior class players. Naturally, he was the same. 

In any case, he disliked those instructors and secretly had all sorts of nicknames… … 

Faced with Pu Yunchuan’s explanation, Isabelle did not give him any face. She calmly replied, “Bai Cai’s 

strength is different. She’s far stronger than her. In the end, she was kidnapped by her!” 



“That’s because Bai cai trusted her too much… she wasn’t prepared!” 

“You can comfort yourself…”Isabelle Sighed. “Do you think she didn’t expect everything you said? She 

dared to come here because she was prepared…” 

“If you don’t trust her, you should have said so earlier. If you insist on me stopping her, I will definitely 

listen to you…”Pu Yunchuan said sullenly. 

Upon hearing that, Isabelle glanced at Pu Yunchuan and the corners of her mouth curled up slightly. 

Although this guy seemed to be sulking, the last sentence that he said definitely made Isabelle feel a lot 

better. 

She also had the mood to explain.., she transmitted her voice, “I didn’t ask you to stop her because 

there’s a high probability that you won’t be able to stop her. Just like you said, there are so many 

advanced instructors in the base, and most of them have unfathomable strength. But she still came and 

wanted to do something bad. If she didn’t overestimate herself, then she has sufficient trump cards and 

is confident that she can face everything. and a trump card that can fight against the advanced 

instructors in the base, with just the two of us, it’s basically meaningless to stop her or not…”. “…” 

Pu Yunchuan paused and looked at Isabelle in a daze… … 

“Why are you looking at me like that?”Isabelle asked with a frown. 

“I. . . I just didn’t expect…”Pu Yunchuan said with a smile, “Alice is so powerful in your heart…” 

Isabelle:”…” 

Faced with Pu Yunchuan’s words, Isabelle almost subconsciously wanted to refute him, but when she 

opened her mouth, she did not know what to say for a moment… … 

Yes… 

Alice was just like herself, a native of a planet. Facing such a huge civilization, her size was no different 

from an ant. Why did she believe so much that she had the ability to threaten all of this? 

Thinking of this Isabelle not only a little lost, and then looked up with a complicated look at the front of 

Alice scurrying. 

In Your Heart… is that what you think? 

———- — 

“Dog balls… . Your Price is getting more and more ridiculous, a string of kidneys so expensive? It feels 

like four or five times!” 

In Huaxia City, in the first Dog-egg barbecue shop, a few familiar figures were eating skewers together. 

Apart from Wang Dog-egg, who was in charge of roasting kidneys, most of them were players who had 

participated in the Kunlun martial arts practice. This included Yun Ji Mu, Wang Chengbo, Chen Yutong, 

and, of course, the emperor of the liver, who had nothing to do recently… 



Ever since his grandfather and soap went missing together, the emperor of the liver had been even 

more lonely recently. He had nothing to do these days, so he slowly mingled with Wang Dog Egg and the 

others. 

“It’s not that we’re raising the price, it’s that the price of meat and vegetables is going to go up 

again!”Wang Dog egg bared his teeth in dissatisfaction and said, “The new world has been sealed off by 

those farms in the base. Of course, the price of vegetables is expensive. It’s not like we want to raise the 

price. It’s also very difficult for us, okay? “Right now, a star Rhino costs over a hundred points. If we 

don’t raise the price, my barbecue stall will close down!” 

“Sigh… “. “…”emperor liver took a bite of his kidney and sighed. “If I had known that the price of meat 

would go up so much, I would have definitely brought back those herds from my faction back then. This 

blockade has been going on for a month. I wonder if the good fields that we’ve worked so hard to 

cultivate have gone bad… “…”. “…” 

Everyone suddenly fell silent. Goudan lowered her head. In order to cultivate high-grade ingredients, 

she had spent a lot of money to invest in high-grade land in the small cabbage faction… “…”. 

The depressed Goudan took a bite of his kidney and turned around to see Leng Xing who was in a daze. 

He could not help but touch him. “What’s wrong with you? You’re in a Daze…” 

The liver emperor continued, “Don’t worry about him. He lost to Pu Yunchuan again this afternoon. He’s 

feeling depressed right now…” 

“What’s there to be depressed about?”Wang Dog Egg patted Leng Xing and said casually, “Nowadays, 

training well is not as good as having a good bloodline. Pu Yunchuan has awakened that abnormal 

talent. Sister Dou Dou is almost no match for him. What’s there to be depressed about?” 

Leng Xing’s mouth twitched when he heard that. The liver emperor beside him whispered, “I feel that 

your comfort… is even more touching…” 

Goudan put down the kebab in his hand. Just as he was about to say something else, Leng Xing suddenly 

raised his head and said, “Pu Yunchuan?” 

“I know you’re not convinced. You Don’t have to keep repeating it, right?”Goudan could not help but roll 

his eyes. 

“No… over there…”Leng Xing pointed into the distance. 

Everyone immediately looked over and were stunned. It was not unusual to see Pu Yunchuan in the 

middle of the night. After all, it was not the first time that everyone had gathered together to have a 

barbecue out of boredom. Pu Yunchuan also often participated in it. The key was the person who took 

the lead… … 

“Is that… Alice?”Gou Dan asked uncertainly. 

“It should be… it should be…”the liver emperor nodded and said. 

“The direction they are going… seems to be…”Wang Chengbo said uncertainly. 

“The location of the main base!”Yunji mu answered with certainty. 



“F * ck… What’s the situation?”The liver emperor frowned. 

“Let’s go and pay the bill. We’ll go and have a look!”Goudan glanced at the things on the table. “It’s a 

total of 141 points. Who will pay?” 

Everyone:”…” 

Chapter 1242: the TRUTH -Partpart 2) 

“Where… Are We Going?” 

Goudan asked curiously. 

“The main base…”Pu Yunchuan said uncertainly. 

“Nonsense, this is not the direction of the main base. This direction is obviously…”the liver emperor 

suddenly interjected, but he suddenly thought of something and shut his mouth. 

“Obviously what?”Goudan quickly asked… 

 

The liver emperor glanced at Goudan, not knowing what to say for a moment. This location was 

obviously the location of the sewer… … 

However, if he said this, it would be embarrassing if it was not the liver emperor. In the end, he shook 

his head and said, “Er… forget it, it shouldn’t be the place I think it is…” 

“You’re so wishy-washy…”Goudan rolled his eyes at the liver emperor discontentedly, and then looked 

at Pu Yunchuan. “When did you two find her?” 

As he spoke, he pointed at Alice, who was walking at the front. 

Pu Yunchuan looked at the group of people with a strange expression on his face. With the smell of 

barbecue all over his body, he walked over. He looked like he was here to join in the fun. He felt that the 

tense atmosphere was gone in an instant. 

Were all these people so confident? Did they not sense anything when Alice, who had been missing for 

so long, suddenly appeared? 

And why did they not call for her at the Barbecue Tonight? 

Alice, on the other hand, continued to walk forward with an expressionless face, as if she did not care 

about the sudden appearance of the group of people behind her. The group of people did not ask her, 

and she seemed to be happy not to explain herself. Just like that, a large group of people walked into 

the city in the middle of the night… … 

The only one whose expression was a little uncertain was Isabelle. 

She did not really care about the attitude of Wang Goudan and the others. After all, that group of 

people had never gotten galaxy out of the concept of a game. They always looked indifferent, but Alice’s 

attitude made her even more vigilant… … 



Now, she was almost certain that Alice had come prepared… … 

She had a feeling that whether it was herself, Pu Yunchuan, Wang Goudan and the others who suddenly 

appeared, or even if those high-level instructors of the academy appeared in front of her later, they 

would not be able to stop her from doing what she wanted to do… … 

This premonition soon came true… 

“I say…” 

A lazy voice suddenly appeared behind her on the left… … 

“Can you all give us some face? The city’s 11:00 pm curfew is a well-known rule. I turned a blind eye to 

you guys eating barbecue outside and pretended not to see it. It’s very difficult for me to act so 

arrogantly in the inner ring!” 

Everyone paused and looked at the person who spoke. The leader of the group, Eggface, immediately 

smiled in embarrassment. “Hehe, Sister Doudou…” 

The person who came was the current captain of Huaxia City’s guards, Feng Doudou. 

At this moment, Feng Doudou was wearing a police uniform and walking at the very least. He looked 

valiant and valiant. Behind him were the best-trained elven guards in the army. They looked at eggface 

and his group with an unfriendly expression. 

These high-level lords had never taken the rules of the city seriously. Today, they actually came to the 

inner circle of the city drunk. This was really too much! 

“Tell me what’s going on. If you don’t tell me, I’ll detain you for 24 hours…”Feng Doudou yawned. Just as 

he was saying this, his expression suddenly froze. He realized that one of the people in the group didn’t 

seem to have any intention of stopping. He was still walking straight into the city… … 

“Hey!”Feng Doudou’s expression suddenly changed. They had to give each other face. Because they 

were familiar with Goudan and the others, they were more obedient even if she said a few words. 

Sometimes, she was willing to give them some convenience. However, it was a bit too much to not take 

her seriously in front of her… 

“Wait, Captain Feng, that person is…” 

A tall Elf with the label of vice-captain standing next to Feng Doudou suddenly said with a change in 

expression. 

Feng Doudou furrowed his brows and looked over. He was also stunned. 

“Alice?” 

This time, Alice didn’t turn around to greet him. She continued to walk forward. 

“Stop her!”Feng Doudou’s expression became serious! 

“Yes!” 

As soon as the people behind him agreed, there was suddenly no sound… 



Feng Doudou felt that something was wrong and immediately turned around. What he saw immediately 

made her body stiffen. 

The members behind her instantly turned grayish-white. They were frozen in place like statues, not 

moving at all… … 

Although it was night, the city was still lit up. Under the colorful lights, this black-and-white freeze gave 

people a strange feeling! 

Gou Dan, Pu Yunchuan, and the others also froze when they saw this scene. They realized that this 

didn’t seem to be the level where they could watch a show… … 

Feng Doudou didn’t hesitate, but he also didn’t act without thinking. Instead, he reached out and 

touched the crystal on his waist… … 

Ever since the base had been under a state of alert after people went missing, elder long and the others 

had applied for cooperation with some of the instructors at the Foot Academy. They hoped that they 

could help ensure the safety of the citizens when necessary. 

The high-level instructors who didn’t want to see the loss of these high-quality indigenous people had 

agreed to this matter under the promise of the government. 

As the crystal on Feng Doudou’s waist lit up, a figure appeared without any warning. He was tall and 

slender, wearing a purple academic robe. 

As soon as this person arrived, Goudan and the others felt slightly relieved. 

The instructors of the university had been here for some time, and Goudan and the others had some 

understanding of these instructors. They knew which were purely academic, and which were more 

incisive battle-type mages. They weren’t as blind as before. 

The person in front of them was the vice dean of the Illusion Department. It was rumored that he was 

the best at fighting among all the professors. His main course was also the battle-type illusion defense 

course. 

Of course, there was definitely a gimmick to attract students. However, the other professors didn’t 

refute the advertisement. It was obvious that there was something going on. 

“Professor… Please stop that person…”Feng Doudou choked the moment he spoke. His face was full of 

disbelief! 

Gou Dan and the others were also stunned as they looked at the teacher who had turned black and 

white the moment he landed. Their faces were a little stiff… … 

“Gulp…”Pu Yunchuan swallowed his saliva with a blank expression. He couldn’t help but think to himself, 

“My wife was right. That woman really came prepared…”. … But this.. … Wasn’t this a little too fierce? 

He had witnessed the teacher’s ability before. He had personally seen the teacher use an illusion to 

create an exact replica of Huaxia City. Even the people inside, Gou Dan and the others, were all lifelike. It 

was impossible to tell… … 



To make such a person fall to the ground like a box, what exactly did Alice Grasp? 

Just as he was thinking, a silver figure flashed before his eyes. Pu Yunchuan suddenly looked over and 

could not help but think to himself, what the F * ck! 

That figure was Isabelle. She actually followed without hesitation! 

After hesitating for two seconds, a hint of ruthlessness flashed across Pu Yunchuan’s face as he 

followed! 

Goudan and the others stood stiffly in the distance and looked at each other… … 

“What should we do?” 

“Let’s follow them…”Yunji Mu, who had been silent all this time, suddenly said, “I feel that… If we don’t 

follow them, we might not even have the chance to see the truth…” 

.. 

Somewhere in the base, a huge eye opened. Suddenly, something similar to the nerve endings of the 

emerald dream appeared in the ground of the base, but it was cyan in color… 

“Welcome back, Ms. Alice…” 

Chapter 1243: Intelligence! 

It really is a sewer… 

The liver emperor looked at Alice’s disappearing figure in front of him, as well as the corner entrance 

when she disappeared. The corners of his mouth could not help but twitch… … 

Dog Egg and the others also fell into silence at the entrance. Ever since Grandpa led the liver emperor 

and brother dog through the sewer to find the dungeon, they remembered that there was a period of 

time when the base’s sewer was particularly lively. There were even players who went to the septic tank 

to look for treasures. 

The Lord could not bear it any longer, so the sewers became a forbidden area. After so many years, 

when they came here again, emperor liver suddenly felt as if he was in a dream… … 

Everyone did not hesitate for long before they started to enter one after another. After all, they had 

already made up their minds to follow them to the end. 

 

However, when everyone entered the sewers, the scene before them once again stunned them… 

“What… Is This?” 

The entire sewer system was completely different from before. It was magnificent! It felt even more 

magnificent than the interior of Huaxia City. It was like an underground palace. All the floors and walls 

were covered with an unknown material. They were crystal clear and looked even more beautiful than 

high-quality white jade, the walls were covered with cyan-blue ends that spread out like branches and 



roots. In the places where the roots were dense, there would be a type of jellyfish-like robe fungus. The 

color was dreamy, and it was full of vitality! 

Looking at this dreamy scene, Eggface and the others were amazed, while Isabelle looked solemn. 

This was not something that could be done in a day. In other words, someone had set up something in 

the base a long time ago, and Alice might have colluded with that person at that time… … 

When was it? 

Perhaps from the beginning? 

Alice did not care about her great-grandson’s thoughts, and she did not have the time at the moment. 

She walked straight to the center of the sewer. There was a huge jellyfish-shaped robe fungus, and 

unlike her surroundings.., at this moment, there was something that looked like a brain in the 

transparent membrane. 

“Welcome back, Alice…” 

A familiar voice sounded, and Dogball and the others were stunned again. They were very familiar with 

this voice. Before galaxy was released, they could hear it almost every day. 

It was the voice of the base’s AI… 

“I have a few questions to ask you…”Alice walked up to the giant jellyfish and said. 

“I’ll answer according to the situation…” 

Alice narrowed her eyes and didn’t pay attention to the cunning tone of the other party. She said in a 

low voice, “Can existences like you really break all the laws in the world?” 

The intelligence replied, “In theory!” 

Alice asked, “What about the death realm?” 

The intelligence replied, “This is the foundation of the physical plane. I need to be stronger to have a 

chance…” 

Alice asked, “Then what is your standard for being strong?” 

The intelligence remained silent, as if it did not want to answer this question. 

“It’s best if you don’t remain silent…”. “…”. Alice said calmly, “I have to know this question because I 

have to decide if you are worth cooperating with. You should also know that even if I am standing in 

front of you now, I can still go back on my words!” 

As she spoke, Alice took out a metal box from her bosom. Upon closer inspection, one would discover 

that it was the same box that Vaughn had used to release Andrew. It was a special life box for the 

undead! 

After taking out the life box, the surrounding temperature suddenly turned cold. Dogball and the others 

instantly felt an inexplicable sense of oppression. They felt a faint killing intent rise around them… … 



The killing intent was not intense, nor did it have an overwhelming pressure. However, it was deep in 

their bones, making them feel an inexplicable throb from the bottom of their hearts. 

Just like that, AI and Alice were in a stalemate for nearly 15 minutes, and finally… … 

Ai finally spoke… 

“Our strength depends on the host…” 

“The host?”Alice raised her eyebrows. 

Ai: “The scholars in the material universe called US viruses. This name is not very appropriate, but there 

are some similarities. Many times, we are indeed like viruses in traditional biology. We can invade 

biological systems, destroy mechanisms, strengthen ourselves, and achieve self-evolution…”. “…” 

“Just a parasite after half a day?”Alice sneered. 

“You can say that…”the AI did not seem to care about the other party’s derogatory adjectives, its tone 

was still emotionless as it said, “This is the survival law of our race. With a powerful host behind us, we 

can achieve self-evolution and use the infected things for our own use…” 

“Then it seems that you’re not that powerful…”the sneer on Alice’s face deepened. “As far as I know, 

the fellow that your compatriot parasitized is much more powerful than us, the Lord, right?” 

After a pause, she said, “That’s true…”. “…”. “From the looks of it, it’s indeed much more powerful than 

you. From the moment it appeared, it displayed overwhelming power. Whether it’s Andrew or that 

other fellow, they were forced to hide at the first moment. In comparison, you only dare to hide here 

and wait for me to bring you information. You Don’t even dare to go to the New World. You’re on a 

completely different level!” 

AI:”…” 

“That’s not the case…” 

“Oh?”Alice looked at him with a funny expression on her face. 

“My host is far from being comparable to that God that my compatriot parasitized… the difference 

between us is like heaven and Earth!” 

Alice:”…” 

AI: “The world of the spiritual universe has a different understanding of power compared to your 

physical universe. There is no such thing as time and space in our place. Most of the time, power does 

not require the tempering of time. When something appears, it is incomparably powerful and does not 

require time to settle down. However, in your physical universe, we can ignore time and see things that 

you can not see. Oh… … In your world, this ability is called prophecy!” 

Alice frowned when she heard that, she said in disbelief, “Do you mean that you take into account the 

future strength of a person? “Then wouldn’t that mean that the person with the highest potential is the 

strongest? “Then why are you still hiding here? “Why don’t you just go out and kill that fellow 

countryman of yours 



“We can not fully discount the power of the future… AI patiently explained, “Time has lengthened the 

curve of your physical universe creatures’strength, and the causality created in time has increased your 

uncertainty. These things all need to be discounted. For example, the strength of that Lord parasitized 

by my compatriot can be counted as a part of his current strength. In the future, when he grows 

stronger, he will also need to be counted as a part of his strength. This includes the probability of the 

causality discount that he will encounter when he grows to his expected strength. All in all, this is our 

current strength. Every time the host realizes a part of the causality line to make the future clearer, we 

will also rise with the tide “…”. “…” 

“Seer is stronger in the future. Its curves are shorter, its aptitude, luck, and conditions allow it to have a 

much wider path than Bolton. Therefore, even though seer is only a level 6 lord right now, with the 

added strength, it can allow me to reach the star-level!” 

“I think I can understand what you’re saying…”Alice smiled and narrowed her eyes. “Then, let’s get 

straight to the point. What are your chances of winning against your compatriot?” 

“It should have been 50-50…”the AI said faintly, “But it was the first to set up the Emerald Dream. I was 

one step too slow because of my hesitation. I need your help to win!” 

Chapter 1244: Activated Activation Star! 

“Sir… we… now… Should we send people in to rescue?” 

Outside the New Territories, after confirming that Bolton’s deity contract had disappeared, Bolton’s 

forces immediately fell into a state of panic. Many high-ranking military officers had spent a lot of effort 

to barely stabilize the situation. At this moment, a group of high-ranking military officers were gathered 

together, they were discussing the follow-up actions. 

The few commanders were all brought into the barrier. The only Legion that remained in the Bolton 

faction was the commander of the Ninth Legion, Dylan Demon: Gary Vickers! 

“Rescue?”At the head of the conference table, an extremely hideous-looking demon sat there, a face 

that looked like the genitalia of the abyssal bone-eroding worm stared at the many demons with a cold 

smile. “Rescue with what? Those who followed Bolton are the strongest experts in the faction. With just 

you guys, who can you rescue?” 

The one who spoke was Vickers… 

 

Commander Dylan’s voice was sharp and unpleasant to the ear, as if he was rubbing his teeth. However, 

what he said was very practical. On the conference table, although the faces of the deputy commanders 

were ugly, they were unable to refute him for a moment! 

The atmosphere immediately became gloomy. 

However, compared to the other high-level demons, Vickers felt a rare sense of relief in his heart. At this 

moment, in the entire faction, regardless of whether it was the biological level or the military rank, he 

was the one with the highest rank, it was as if the moon was about to shine! 

The main reason was that he had been suppressed by Burton for too long! 



With the support of the fallen angels and the rise of Burton, who had achieved a certain level of success, 

the mother race, who had been squeezing him, understood the situation. They knew that they could no 

longer suppress this new rising star, so they chose to rope him in, the other party also gave face to the 

mother race by giving them a seat, allowing Dylan demon to become one of the nine legions. 

However, Bolton did not care about his mother clan. The resources he gave were not as good as those of 

the other legions, so he had a lot of dirty work to do. Just like this time, he had no intention of bringing 

him along when he was exploring the arcane realm! 

However, after signing the god’s contract, he could not do anything bad behind their backs… … He could 

only swallow his anger and listen to their orders… … 

As for asking the higher-ups of Dylan to make decisions for them, there was no need to even think about 

it. Currently, Bolton was extremely popular in the abyss, and all the great clans were trying to curry 

favor with him. In order to get a seat, Dylan had even personally lowered his head to Bolton as the Great 

Elder, it was impossible for the higher-ups to make decisions for them. 

If Bolton used an excuse to completely kick Dylan Devils out of the Heavenly God faction, he would 

probably be the scapegoat. 

Therefore, in the faction, no matter how Bolton took the opportunity to suppress him, Vickers had 

always endured. He never thought that there would really be a day where he would endure and stand 

out! 

If it weren’t for the other demon races around him, Vickers would probably be so happy that he would 

laugh off his two sharp fangs! 

Bolton was dead, but the things he had earned over the years were still there. As the highest-ranking 

commander in the faction, wouldn’t it be easy for him to do something? 

And now was also an opportunity. With Bolton dead, the elites of the tribe who had gone with him 

would most likely be in grave danger. The upper echelons of this faction in the Abyss would definitely 

not sit idly by and watch its decline, they would definitely choose another deity to replace them. 

As the commander of the faction’s internal army, he had a natural advantage in the competition for the 

position. Originally, even if something happened to Bolton, the most senior person should be safilos or 

the balrog ragnaros. Even bogus, that simple-minded person, had an advantage over him, but now… … 

Who would have thought that this opportunity would suddenly fall on his head? 

At the thought of this, Vickers was incomparably excited. Naturally, he was extremely unwilling to 

organize any rescue. Was this a joke? Rescuing two of them and fighting for the position of Lord? 

With a light cough, Vickers looked solemnly at the group of vice commanders, he said in a deep voice, 

“Lord Bolton is able to cause trouble with the laws of the nine great activation stars. It can be seen how 

dangerous it is inside. If we rashly enter now, are we going to lose all the years of effort that the faction 

has put in?” 

The Demons:”…” 



Without waiting for the vice commanders to react, Vickers directly said, “I, Garrivix, as the commander 

of the Ninth Legion, issue an administrative order. Immediately evacuate this place! !” 

“Evacuate? ?” 

The demons were momentarily stunned. A tall Balrog sitting at the head of the left side stood up with a 

bang and said in a muffled voice, “Are you going to abandon the Liege and the others?” 

“Watch your tone, Lavis!”Vickers said coldly. “You’re just a deputy commander. Remember to address 

me with respect. Also, I didn’t abandon the Liege, but our liege is already dead!” 

“But my brother is still there… the other commanders are still inside. Are we going to abandon them just 

like that?”The other party hurriedly said. 

Wilkes: “Even Lord Bolton has been killed. The other commanders are most likely doomed as well. You 

Can’t put the entire force at risk just because your brother is inside. Do you know how much resources 

the Abyss has spent on these activation stars? “Every activation star contains the genes of the various 

royal families. If they are destroyed here, will you be responsible for it?” 

“I…”Lavis’face was flushed red from being forced to answer. He was like a hot iron, unable to utter a 

single word for a long time. 

The faces of the surrounding vice commanders were also ashen. They were not fools. They knew that 

Vickers had selfish motives, but his reason was justified. When the Liege was in trouble, there was 

nothing wrong with preserving the activation star at the first moment, no one could say anything! 

Seeing that the demon vice commanders had nothing to say, Vickers’eyes revealed a satisfied look. He 

then said seriously, “There’s no time to lose. Maintenance department, immediately check the status of 

the activation star and prepare to evacuate!” 

“Yes!” 

The intelligence officer immediately used his communicator to convey the order after receiving the 

order! 

The numerous vice commanders and some high-level demons who were not Dylan Demons could not 

help but open their mouths, but in the end, they could not say anything to stop him. 

They were also the commanders of the Legion, and they knew that retreating now was indeed the safest 

decision! 

“Don’t worry…”Vickers saw that the situation had been settled, and he said with a serious face, “I have 

already memorized the coordinates. When I return, I will immediately ask the elders of the Abyss to 

come and Rescue Me!” 

Hehe… 

The demons sneered when they heard that. At that time, their corpses would probably turn into 

fertilizer! 



As they were speaking, the intelligence officer who was responsible for delivering the news suddenly 

changed his expression. He quickly looked at Vickers. “Sir, the activation stars have been activated!” 

“What?”Vickers’expression stiffened. “How is that possible? Which one has been activated?” 

Only the Lord and their respective commanders had the authority to activate the nine activation stars. 

Could it be that someone had returned alive? Who could it be? 

Accompanied by Bolton to the arcane realm, are higher than his position in the force of the commander, 

no matter who comes back, I’m afraid they will be their own future rival for the Lord! 

“I asked you a question. What are you doing?” 

Intelligence officer looked at each other, faint way: “All started! !” 

The crowd:”…” 

———- 

“Intelligence?” 

On the other side, in the emerald dream boundary, Seer was listening to Sab describe the things around 

Bolton that made him feel dangerous. When he heard the word ‘intelligence’, his expression changed! 

He couldn’t help but think to himself, ‘it can’t be?’? 

Sab saw the surprise in Seer’s eyes and his expression immediately changed. The other party’s reaction 

clearly showed that he knew something. Just as he was about to ask, an inexplicable throb rose in his 

chest, and Sab suddenly looked at the sky! 

“What’s wrong, Sab?”Villafa asked immediately when he saw SAB’s sudden change. 

SAB looked up at the sky, and his expression became strange. “Blood demon planet… has been 

activated!” 

Chapter 1245: Shocking Change (first part) 

“Eh?” 

Vera was stunned. Blood Demon Planet had been activated? 

Who activated it? 

The activation star was the highest level biological weapon in Bolton’s faction. The activation process 

was complicated, and only the Lord and the commander of the respective star had the authority to 

activate it. 

Now that Lord Bolton was dead, logically speaking, only SAB should be able to activate blood demon 

planet. However, SAB’s expression was clearly not his… … 

 

Moreover, he was in a secret realm. He could not activate it even if he wanted to. It was not like Bolton 

who could use laws to steal energy directly! 



“The Shadow Demon Planet has also been activated…”NEFAL was also stunned. His expression changed 

drastically as he asked, “Senior, what’s Going On?” 

“I don’t know…”Sab was also surprised, but an inexplicable sense of unease rose in his heart. … 

Dong Dong, Dong Dong! 

Suddenly, just as everyone was shocked and bewildered, a sound that sounded like the beating of a 

heart was heard! 

The dense black ends around them suddenly seemed to be infected by blood. The originally pitch-black 

color was quickly infected with a strange scarlet color. Then, a pungent smell of blood immediately 

rushed toward them! 

Everyone looked around vigilantly. 

As the smell of blood rushed toward them, the surrounding space became humid. The entire space was 

floating with a faint blood mist. It was very hazy, as faint as a veil, but it contained a powerful qi and 

blood! 

“This is…”Lanaya narrowed her eyes and looked at the scarlet color visible to the naked eye around her. 

She frowned. “Blood Demon Territory?” 

Vera reached out her hand to feel the blood molecules that suddenly appeared around her. She relaxed 

a little and the blood molecules around her surrounded her in a friendly manner. In an instant, they 

filled Vera’s body with incomparable harmony! 

That feeling was just like Gandhi meeting sweet dew after a long drought. It made Vera squint her eyes 

comfortably. She could clearly feel that the energy that she had lost was rapidly recovering. 

Not only was the Qi and blood that she had consumed recovering, but the injuries on her body were also 

recovering. The faint blood mist around her covered her entire body. It was as if her entire body was 

soaking in a medicinal spring. Some of the hidden elemental injuries that she had suffered previously 

were actually slowly dissipating. 

Everything was proving that everything around him was indeed pure blood energy. If it wasn’t for the 

fact that he still had some doubts about the source of this thing, Villafa might not have been able to 

resist relaxing and enjoying it! 

“Do you know what’s Going On?”Lanaya blocked the pores all over her body, isolating the blood 

molecules. Then, she looked at SAB and the others with some vigilance. 

Blood molecules were the unique abyssal elements of the blood demon race. It was difficult for other 

races in the material universe to directly absorb and use them like them. This kind of Qi and blood from 

the outside world mixed with a huge amount of energy could easily cause blood conflicts when mixed 

into the body, it would trigger a condensation reaction. The more ordinary people absorbed, the more 

their bodies would become blocked, causing all kinds of physiological reactions! 

After all, the blood types of normal creatures were all different. Even the blood of other creatures could 

not be absorbed, not to mention these elementalized blood molecules. In this world, only the 

omnipotent blood type like the blood demon could enjoy this kind of thing! 



However, the environment that was favorable to SAB and the others was disadvantageous to her, so she 

had to be vigilant. 

“I don’t know… …”sab looked at Lanaya sincerely. “I can confirm that these blood molecules come from 

the activation star in our faction. The purity and density are very similar, but logically speaking, no one 

should be able to activate the activation star now, unless Lord Bolton comes back to life!” 

“Is that so?” 

Lanaya sized up SAB and the other two, narrowing her eyes slightly. 

In such a high-quality blood molecule environment, the two injured blood demons did not have any 

intention to open their mouths to absorb. Instead, like herself, their pores were closed. Clearly, they 

were also wary of this thing that suddenly appeared, and did not dare to easily absorb it! 

This attitude made Lanaya slightly believe their words. 

Both of them were seriously injured, especially SAB. His body was on the verge of turning into a star, 

and he could disintegrate into a star at any time. Under such circumstances, the blood molecules around 

him could be considered as a life-saving straw! 

He was able to hold himself back from absorbing the blood molecules. Either his disguise was too good, 

or he really did not trust the blood molecules. 

“Could it be your colleague who activated it?”Seer asked. 

Sab shook his head. “Only Lord Bolton and I have access to the blood demon planet.” 

Seer asked, “You don’t have a spare one?” 

“No…”. “…”. SAB said with certainty, “The cost of creating the activation star is very high. It uses the 

genes of the royal families of the various tribes. Back then, Bolton had to promise a very high price to 

get it. Usually, if you want to activate the activation star, you have to report it to the higher-ups of the 

various tribes. It is considered a very valuable biological weapon. It is impossible to abuse your 

authority!” 

“I see…”seer looked around at the blood molecules that were getting denser and denser, and a sense of 

uneasiness rose in his heart. Then, he asked, “What are the main effects of the blood demon territory? 

Can you share it with us?” 

This question was a little sensitive, and even villafa could not help but frown. Just as he was about to 

make a sarcastic remark, he was pressed down by SAB. SAB looked at seer and Lanaya, and finally 

nodded, “Yes…” 

At this moment, they were all in the same boat. In such a situation, the other party’s request was not 

too excessive. 

SAB said, “The blood demon’s domain is different from other offensive elemental domains. It only has 

one function, and that is recovery! Powerful blood molecules only have the function of replenishment 

and recovery, and they are not offensive!” 



“Replenishment, replenishment function?”Seer squinted his eyes in confusion, “Is it only useful for 

blood demons?” 

“Yes!”SAB nodded. “Other creatures can not directly absorb these elementalized blood molecules 

because of the restriction of their blood type, but blood demons can. On the contrary, these high-quality 

blood molecules without any biological impurities can be absorbed faster and can be directly used as 

blood essence to replenish. Moreover, the blood demons’physique can use their blood essence to heal 

their injuries. Once this domain is spread out, the blood demons can use the blood molecules to 

endlessly replenish themselves. As long as they are not killed in one blow, in theory, they can last 

indefinitely!” 

What the F * ck… was it that insane? 

Seer and Lanaya were stunned. If the other party had a high-quality blood demon army, with this kind of 

thing… 

Sab saw the shock in their eyes and explained, “This kind of domain consumes a lot of energy, and it’s 

very time-consuming to use it. In fact, the blood demon planet usually uses the least amount of it…” 

Seer nodded, however, her tone was even more confused. “That’s strange. This thing only gives a bonus 

to the blood demons. If it’s spread by the enemy, what’s the point?”Then, she looked at SAB and the 

others. “Other than you guys, are there any stronger blood demons in Bolton Force?” 

Sab shook his head. 

“Is that so?”Seer’s brows furrowed even tighter. He looked at SAB and Vera. He felt that they were not 

lying, but why did he feel more and more uneasy? 

“Be careful! !” 

Suddenly, Lanaya looked at SAB. Sab was stunned, and then a sharp pain hit him. Sab froze on the spot. 

He looked at the dagger that pierced his chest in shock, and then looked to the side… … 

“You…” 

Seer was also stunned. The one who stabbed Sab was the shadow demon neffar, who had been 

protecting SAB! 

Chapter 1246: Shocking Change (Part Two) 

“Have you thought it through?” 

“I still need a bit of determination…” 

“What other doubts do you have?” 

“I want to know, why did you choose me?” 

“Of course, it’s because you’re the most suitable…” 

 

“What’s the most suitable place?” 



“In many places, you were born in an awkward situation and were not welcomed by your clansmen. 

Your family status is average. Although you have excellent aptitude, you’re only mediocre in the Bolton 

force, which is filled with experts. Not to mention Safilos and ragnaros, who have stronger backgrounds 

and better talents than you, even the similarly awkward-born Vera FAA has more prospects than you in 

the future because of his dual-lineage aptitude. If you want to stand out, you have to find another way!” 

“It doesn’t sound like you’re complimenting me. You were chosen because of the golden mean. That 

sounds a little fake…” 

“Of course, I’m not complimenting you. I’m just stating the facts. Your golden mean might be a 

weakness in normal times, but at this moment, that’s my strength. It’s also the reason why you got this 

opportunity. Also, why are you feeling guilty? “Many people have a bright future because they were 

born well. That is the fortune of their lives. It is also the fortune of your life that you were chosen 

because of your mediocrity. Other people can enjoy all of that with peace of mind. Why are you feeling 

guilty 

“You sound like a god who can change the fate of others. Isn’t your attitude a little too high 

“This is the mission of our race. Isn’t Bolton a good example of a valuable person who can change the 

curve of his fate and reach a height that he could never reach 

“But what you want me to do is to betray him!” 

“No, no, no, I’m not asking you to betray him. I’m asking you to make the right choice when his luck has 

run out. I’ve never thought of abandoning Burton. He’s my years of hard work. If I can, I naturally hope 

that he can go further. This is the way for our race to survive.” 

“Oh? Then why?” 

“The next opportunity is too tempting… my talent tells me that the next opportunity will be 

unprecedented!” 

“This… is it a conflict with the Lord?” 

“A person’s luck has an end. It’s very likely that his size won’t be able to support him taking down the 

next opportunity. I’m not even sure if I can take down that opportunity. You’re just the insurance 

mechanism if Bolton Falls, so I’ll ask you again. Are you willing to give it a try?” 

Nevar was silent for almost half a day. Finally, when it was almost dusk, he raised his head and asked, 

“How big is the opportunity?” 

“You can’t imagine it. It can surpass any of your current expectations. Once it succeeds, everything you 

think in your heart can be achieved.” 

“Including making the shadow devil grand elder kneel down and Lick My Boots?” 

“Your future prospects are lower than I imagined…” 

———- — 

That guy was right… 



Nefer looked around at everyone’s surprised expression, a smile on his face, he is indeed the most 

suitable candidate… 

“Saab! ! !” 

Villafa’s eyes turned red in an instant. In his excitement, villafa went all out regardless of his injuries. His 

two bloodlines went all out. The blood wings on his back spread open. He instantly turned into a red 

gust of wind and swept towards Nevar! 

“Oh? There’s such a Bloodline?” 

Lanaya looked at Villafa in surprise from afar. This was the first time she had heard that the bloodlines of 

a blood demon and a fallen angel could go both ways… … 

When Nevar saw villafa pouncing towards him, he immediately abandoned SAB and quickly retreated. 

Although Villafa was the deputy commander, he had the strength of a commander. With her excellent 

talent, she was not even inferior to SAB in terms of basic attributes! 

Under the fury of Villafa’s attack, it was like a storm. Seer, who was in the distance, even retreated in a 

sorry state. Afraid that she would be implicated, even Lanaya slightly retreated. 

Lanaya looked at her opponent with some concern. This girl’s growth rings were at least twice as small 

as hers, but her energy burst was above hers! 

It was just that her technique was too crude… 

At this moment, nefal, who was in the center of the storm, thought the same thing. At this moment, he 

was like a lone boat in a raging sea. However, no matter how dangerous the situation was, he still stood 

tall and gave people a feeling that he was at ease… 

“Do you only know how to dodge like a Coward?”Vera said angrily! 

“Sab is right…”nefal looked at him expressionlessly and said indifferently, “After so long, you’re still like 

a child…” 

“Shut up!”Nefal was furious. “You don’t deserve to mention his name!” 

“Actually, I’m quite jealous of you…”. “…”. NEFAL’s indifferent voice sounded. “He’s clearly such a weak 

person, but he has the talent that only the strong should have. There’s also a SAB who’s willing to give 

his all for you. That guy is right, this world is indeed unfair…”. “…”. “…” 

In the distance, seer glanced at Lanaya who was retreating with him. He said carefully, “Aren’t you going 

to fight? That little girl looks like she can’t win…” 

“You Can Tell?”Lanaya looked at seer curiously. Logically speaking, with this little lord’s level, he 

shouldn’t even be able to see the figures of the two demons clearly, right? 

“I can barely tell…”Seer said seriously. 

Lanaya: “Which one is on the left?” 



“Ahem… that’s not important. The main thing is that when that woman roars, she feels helpless and 

furious. Usually, the ones who lose in a duel are people like that!” 

Lanaya:”…” 

Rolling her eyes, Lanaya directly ignored this guy and looked at the battle situation. 

Both demons were extremely talented experts, but they were still not as good as SAB. She was confident 

that she could save the situation at any time. The key was to figure out some things first… … 

Why did this guy suddenly attack sab? 

Was It related to the sudden activation of the blood demon’s domain? 

If not, why did he choose to attack at this time? After all, the blood demon’s domain was obviously 

superior to the blood demon’s. wasn’t it more risky to attack at this time? 

But if there was a connection, why would they kill the blood demon in the blood demon’s domain? 

Lanaya narrowed her eyes as she looked around. She recalled Sab’s explanation just now. The only use 

of the blood demon’s domain was to restore and resupply! 

Restore? Resupply? 

Lanaya suddenly looked at SAB. At this moment, SAB was frozen in the distance like a statue. His chest 

was still pierced by the Shadow Demon’s dagger… … 

Something was not right… 

A normal hunt should have taken the opportunity to crush the Blood Devil’s heart. Why did he give up 

on SAB so easily and retreat. One had to know that there were blood molecules all around. As long as it 

was not a fatal injury, the blood devil could rely on the blood molecules to recover… … 

Wait… could it be… 

Lanaya’s pupils constricted. She looked at SAB again. Suddenly, without any warning, Lanaya turned into 

a silver moonlight and rushed towards SAB. The broken blade in her hand turned into a blade that cut 

through the air.., she slashed at SAB with killing intent without hesitation! 

“No! !”Villafa rushed back to help when he saw the situation from afar. However, Nefal did not stop her. 

Instead, he looked at Lanaya in surprise. 

She saw through it so quickly. Her reaction was quite fast, but unfortunately… 

Nefal slowly withdrew his surprise. The corner of his mouth rose slightly and a sneer appeared on his 

face. 

It was too late! 

Ding! 

With the sound of a sharp metal object colliding, the white moonlight instantly stopped, and Lanaya’s 

incomparably sharp blade also stopped in place under a sharp claw! 



At this time, the originally stiff Saab slowly raised his head, and a strange smile hung on his face… 

Chapter 1247: Recovery and assembly! 

Was This… a Zombie? 

Seer was stunned when she saw Saab, who had been pierced through the heart by a sword, was now 

able to catch such a terrifying blade with his bare hands and burst out with such a terrifying aura… … 

What was going on? 

Lanaya, who was at the center of the situation and facing Saab, was not too surprised. Instead, she 

looked as if she had expected it… … 

“You don’t seem to be surprised?” 

 

The one who spoke was SAB. His voice was almost the same as before, but it carried a gloomy and cold 

aura. 

This strange scene made Vera Fatton, who had rushed over to help, freeze on the spot. He looked at the 

unfamiliar sab with a stunned face… … 

Lanaya naturally did not pay attention to Vera Fatton’s struggle. Instead, she looked at the blood demon 

in front of her and said faintly, “It’s not hard to guess, is it?” 

“The beneficiary of the blood demon territory is the blood demon. Only the blood demon can use the 

power of this territory. If it’s an enemy, as long as there isn’t something wrong with their brain, they 

wouldn’t do something stupid like buffing their opponent, right?”? “Since the only one who can use the 

power of the territory is the blood demon, it can only mean that either the two blood demons are on 

the other side, or…”. “…”. “The other side has a way to make the two of you become their side…”. “…” 

“The children of the large families of the federation are still so outstanding…”Sab said grimly. 

These words caused Lanaya to frown slightly. The tone of the other party’s words made it seem as if she 

was not a member of the Federation. It was somewhat similar to the extraterrestrial devils that she had 

come into contact with during some missions… … 

The battle soon began… 

Unlike the astonishingly talented dual-bloodline girl beside her, the blood demon in front of her was 

clearly much more experienced in battle. He was very good at taking advantage of the advantages of the 

blood demon. His movement technique was swift and fierce. As long as Lanaya did not aim for her 

vitals.., he was willing to use the method of exchanging injuries for injuries to force Lanaya! 

Such a reckless fighting method should not have appeared in an assassin’s duel. After all, unlike the 

powerful lifeblood of warriors, agility-type powerhouses did not have such strong resilience and 

recovery ability. 

However, the opponent had… 



The powerful blood molecules in the surroundings could quickly recover some of SAB’s physical injuries 

and also replenish the energy that the opponent had lost. This allowed the blood demon in front of him 

to use the method of exploding his blood essence to fight without any regard for consumption! 

Lanaya frowned and kept retreating. The opponent… … Was a little too shameless! 

Without any consumption of blood essence and exploding blood essence, what was the difference 

between this and a berserker who could use berserk indefinitely? The key point was that this berserker 

had an agility that was not inferior to an assassin’s. Even Lanaya, who was extremely confident in her 

skills, was now being beaten into a sorry state by this shameless playstyle. She kept retreating! 

“Hey, what are you waiting for?”Lanaya shouted at seer as she parried and retreated. 

Seer, who looked like a passerby in the distance, immediately smiled bitterly. “Senior, you must be 

joking. With my standards, how can I be qualified to fight?” 

What bad luck. He had originally thought that he would be able to gain some protection by joining this 

group of people. He did not expect the plot to change so quickly. Now, he was caught in a blind spot. 

What should he do? 

Seer really wanted to escape, but the high-level shadow devil that was wandering at the edge of the 

battlefield kept looking at him from time to time. It was clear that he was testing him. If he showed any 

intention of retreating, the other party would probably attack him in an instant… … 

He was not afraid that the other party would attack him, but this fellow was obviously just a low-level 

character. He only had one trump card, and if he was taken by such an underling, there was no way he 

would be able to play anymore… 

Thinking of this, seer glanced at Nevar in the distance. He could not help but pray in his heart that this 

fellow’s head was not that tough… 

Nevar, who was far away, also noticed Seer’s comment. He silently took two steps back. 

Seer’s guess was right. He had indeed targeted seer. This was also a mission given by that fellow. 

Previously, he had been curious as to why A Level 7 little lord was considered an important mission. 

However, now, he really could not figure it out. 

A fellow who had been fishing until now was still safe and sound, and a fellow who could scare Lanaya to 

retreat so far away. He must have some strength that he did not know about. He could not act rashly… 

… 

And so… The two stood on the outer perimeter, both wary of each other, and entered a stalemate. 

Seeing how cautious the other party was, seer secretly heaved a sigh of relief. However, he did not relax 

much. Looking at the battle on the field, where he could barely see his own shadow, Seer knew that this 

stalemate would not last for long. 

———- 

“Master, what are we strolling around here for?” 



Inside the space, stepping on those black ends made Goudan feel like he was stepping on countless 

slippery insects. He felt nauseous and Goosebumps rose all over his body. He could not help but spread 

his wings and float in the air. 

Looking at Goudan’s appearance, Vaughn sighed and thought to herself, my mentality still needs to be 

tempered. 

“Senior, are you looking for someone?”Rainless asked curiously. 

Vivian looked at him and nodded slightly. Along the way, in terms of temperament and the degree of 

adaptation to the complex environment, this little guy was obviously better than Eggface. Even when 

she was young and had professional training, she did not have such a strong adaptability. 

Unfortunately, he was a developer… 

“Eh?”Andrew, who had been silent all this time, suddenly exclaimed. Looking forward, Vivian also felt 

that something was wrong. She quickly stopped and protected Goudan and the others behind her. 

Boom! 

An ear-splitting explosion sounded. Flames came from all directions. Vivian frowned slightly. She took 

out a cape from her space bag and directly enveloped Goudan and the others. In an instant, a huge 

flame swept over, the entire world was instantly burned red! 

However, the position of the cloak was like a distorted space, isolating this huge power! 

“Spirit Light Cloak?”Andrew’s eyes lit up when he was enveloped in the cloak. 

“This size… is it an elemental weapon?”Vivian frowned as she looked outside. The overwhelming power 

of the flame was shocking… ! Clearly, it was not something that a single person could achieve … Unless it 

was a life sea expert. 

“It’s a domain!”Andrew looked outside with interest. “Interesting. Isn’t That Guy Dead?” 

“Who?”Vaughn looked over and immediately saw a tall and mighty figure slowly approaching from the 

overwhelming flames. His entire body was covered in a special scarlet flame. 

“The Balrog Ragnaros?”Vaughn was stunned. She knew this person’s image. Before coming to this 

planet, the intelligence department had given her relevant information regarding Bolton’s demon team! 

————– — 

“Hey, Hey… You’re joking, right?” 

On the other side, looking at the black six-winged angel amidst the wind elementals that filled the sky, 

the undead God shrouded in black fog narrowed his eyes. “I saw him get his head taken off by Andrew 

with my own eyes…” 

“Perhaps it’s a magic trick?”A short figure beside him replied calmly. It was one of the two great gods 

this time: Vogu. 

Seer would never have thought that this guy was mixed with an ancient undead! 



And above the wind elementals was Vera’s Big Brother, the first commander of the Bolton Force: The 

Fallen Angel Safilos! 

Chapter 1248: Folded Space! 

On the other side, Maya, the principal, and the others also encountered the elemental domain. It was a 

piece of incomparably hard black rock. At a glance, they could see endless mountain ranges that were as 

sharp as blades, and at the top of the mountains.., a huge rock demon sat upright on top of it, looking 

down like a giant who had created the world! 

“Wow… What a great formation…”Maya glanced at the huge rock demon on the mountain in front of 

her, she pursed her lips. As a skilled person, she was especially disdainful of demons who abused their 

talents, especially the elemental demons among demons. In their eyes, they were just a bunch of idiots 

who only knew how to use their elemental talents brainless. 

However, even though she was disdainful, the terrifying size of the elemental made her retreat a little… 

… 

“This should be a domain, right?”The principal looked at the seemingly endless mountain peak in front 

of her and took a deep breath. “The size of at least a grade-3 star is a little exaggerated!” 

“Grade-3 Star?”Maya raised her eyebrows when she heard that. “Could it be the activation star under 

Bolton’s command? That shouldn’t be, isn’t that fellow Bolton Dead? Without a god in the arcane realm, 

even a high-level demon with the authority of the activation star shouldn’t be able to bring the energy 

of the activation star directly into the arcane realm… …” 

 

“This big man… is not…”suddenly, the dog brother on the side stared blankly at the huge rock demon at 

the top of the mountain for a long time, and suddenly interrupted: “Is not dead?” 

“Oh?” 

The principal and Maya looked at the dog at the same time. “Are you sure?” 

“I’m sure… <per_0> . “I was with the Green Dragon earlier, and I could see all of your movements from 

there. I saw with my own eyes that the big guy died at the hands of that Andrew Guy to protect his 

teammates… “…”. “…” 

“Is that so?”Maya frowned. “Could it be a puppet? No, the body of an elemental demon can’t be a 

puppet…” 

Among demons, the elemental demon was a very special existence, and the body was the most difficult 

to preserve. After death, the body’s energy would quickly turn into stars, becoming a very unique 

elemental star in the universe. In the abyss.., normally, this kind of elemental star would be decomposed 

by the elemental demon to provide for their own holy land. 

“Perhaps it has something to do with the Yimo…”the principal said. 

“The Yimo can resurrect from the dead? And they can also use other people’s activated stars?”Maya 

was a little stunned. If that was the case, wouldn’t it be a little too invincible? 



The principal said, “The Yimo is born from a host, and the ability to use it is usually from a host that is 

parasitic. Although I don’t know how it controlled the Dragon King, I guess its original host might be 

Bolton…” 

“Why do you say that?”Maya asked curiously. 

The principal said, “I guessed…” 

Maya:”…” 

“But it’s not a guess for no reason…”looking at the speechless Maya, the principal said with an 

apologetic smile, “I’m quite familiar with that little fellow Bolton. He and a panda junior named Wine 

God often had the intention of letting my academy move in, and they repeatedly tried to be friendly 

with me. At that time, my academy was living a very difficult life in a remote star area, and it wasn’t that 

I didn’t consider the suggestion of the two of them, so I secretly investigated the history of these two 

little fellows… “…”. “…” 

“Wine God’s luck is very good, but it’s not too far-fetched. His rise to power is at least based on the good 

intentions of a senior, but Bolton is different. He doesn’t have any senior to take care of him, but he’s 

like a cheat. Wherever he goes, he will encounter a lot of opportunities. He’s like a protagonist in a 

novel. If he goes anywhere, it’s either a high-quality planet cluster or a rare material planet. On the 

battlefield, he will receive all kinds of benefits, as if all the good things are prepared for him!” 

Maya:”…” 

“At that time, I suspected that he might have some secret. Now, it seems that he is most likely the host 

of the Yimo!” 

Maya was stunned for a moment and revealed a strange expression. “Hearing what you said, it doesn’t 

seem like it’s a bad thing to be infested by the Yimo!” 

“I never said that it’s a bad thing…”. “…”. The principal said calmly, “Everything in this world has its pros 

and cons. Behind such a huge benefit, there is naturally a corresponding risk. If one successfully grasps 

the benefit and avoids the risk, then it’s not a bad thing.” 

“Has anyone done it before?” 

“Of course…”the principal sneered. “I know, two out of the ten great lords have done it before…” 

Damn… 

Maya was stunned, and she took a deep breath. Two of the ten great lords had started from the Yimo? 

This was really big news. Even she could not help but ask curiously, “Which two?” 

“It’s not convenient to say…” 

“Hey… Don’t keep me in suspense like this first…” 

“If I can get out alive, this old man will have the chance to tell you…”the principal smiled and said. 

Maya curled her lips and looked at the rock demon at the top of the mountain. “It’s not realistic to 

defeat this guy under the domain…” 



“It’s okay, we can take a detour…”the principal smiled. 

Maya rolled her eyes. “Didn’t you say that this is the place we have to pass? Damn old man, which part 

of what you said is true? Why hasn’t your rotten personality changed after so many years?” 

The principal looked at this former student and twitched his mouth. After so many years, only this 

disrespectful little girl dared to call him a damn old man… … 

But he still said patiently, “It was like that just now, but I found something wrong along the way…” 

“What’s Wrong?” 

The principal said, “Don’t you feel it? Along the way, the energy ratios between many blocks are very 

different?” 

Maya pursed her lips. “Isn’t this a space matrix? If you compress and fold space, the ratios will naturally 

be different…” 

“That’s not the case…”. The principal shook his head. “My matrix only collects the points of this world 

fragment, so the space that it folds is only the space of this world fragment. Even if there are 

differences, the differences won’t be much. But just now, along the way, I discovered that in several 

places, the energy differences were simply not the average level of this world fragment, giving people 

the feeling . . . As if from another world . . .” 

“Really?”Maya was stunned. 

“Can you still use the eye?” 

“I don’t think so…”Maya shook her head seriously. “Before the guy who gave me this thing left, he told 

me that in front of the YIMO, no tactics or instruments can be used repeatedly. Otherwise, the 

consequences will be very serious…” 

“Is that so?”The principal sighed when he heard that. With a pained expression, he took out a crystal 

bottle from his dimensional pocket. The bottle contained light blue dust. 

“Oh?”Beside him, Maya’s eyes lit up. “This is… star dust? Good Man, Old Man, why didn’t you take out 

such a good thing earlier?” 

“Your old man can’t keep his mouth shut, right?”The principal glared at her. “You also know that it’s star 

dust. Such an expensive thing, would I be willing to use it unless it’s a critical moment?” 

After saying that, the principal looked at the bottle with a pained expression. In the end, he opened the 

bottle cap and sprinkled the dust out. 

Looking at the pained expression of the old man, Maya’s heartache from using a top-tier secret treasure 

to save the old man immediately calmed down a lot. Star Dust: a top-tier tool that could ignore all 

arcane spells and explore the area… However, this thing was extremely expensive. It was considered a 

top-tier strategic resource in the big forces. Any small amount of it that appeared in the black market 

would be snatched away. She did not expect that the old man would actually have a bottle of it. As 

expected of an old monster who had lived for so long… … 



Dust scattered out, forming a light and beautiful veil that spun and spread in the air. Finally, it formed a 

light screen that projected the appearance of the entire array. 

“This is…”Maya took a deep breath when she saw the light screen clearly. 

“As expected…”the principal’s eyes narrowed seriously. 

From the light screen, it could be seen that the entire array had undergone a huge change. It was no 

longer the world of a single fragment that the principal had previously folded. Instead, it was a space 

that had folded billions of fragment worlds! 

———- 

“Is this the place?” 

At the same time, at the New World, Alice led Wang Goudan and the others to the entrance of the 

Emerald Dream. In Alice’s hands, a cyan-blue ball of light slowly opened its eyes and asked… … 

Chapter 1249: Convergence and analysis (Part One) 

“So powerful…” 

At the position of the blood demon territory, Villafa stood at the position where she could support as 

much as she could. She looked at the two people who were fighting with a complicated expression in 

her eyes. 

From an emotional point of view, she should have supported SAB, but in reality, SAB was obviously 

under control. She should have thought of a way to stop him… 

For a moment, Vera did not know what to do. She could only walk on the edge and act according to the 

situation. 

Since she was unable to act, she could only carefully observe the situation of the battle. It was 

convenient for her to do something at the right time. However, as she watched, she was attracted by 

the battle between the two of them… … 

 

Both of them were top-notch agility experts. When they fought, it was like a beautiful dance. This was 

especially so for the female assassin on the opposite side. Due to SAB’s unlimited range, when they 

fought, he did not consider the consumption or injuries, his style was rough and ruthless, but it did not 

mean that SAB was a boorish style of fighting. On the contrary, SAB was very cautious most of the time. 

It was clear that he knew about the templar assassin’s instantaneous explosive ability, if he was not 

careful, his opponent would have the opportunity to take him away in one move. Therefore, he tried his 

best to maintain his fierce fighting style and avoid revealing fatal flaws! 

As the opponent wanted to conserve energy, he could not fall into a disadvantageous position because 

of too many injuries. Therefore, he always wanted to avoid being injured by his opponent. Not only that, 

he also wanted to try his best to find a chance to strike a fatal blow. 



The two experts were probing and playing various games to make the battle look pleasant to the eyes. 

This was completely different from the demon battles that Vera had seen in the Abyss where demons 

purely relied on their innate talents. Many times, a sharp attack and a clever resolution made her feel as 

if she had seen a new world… … 

Was Saab… actually so strong? 

There had been a rumor in the fourth legion all these years that the strongest blood demon in the fourth 

legion was actually not Saab, but the deputy commander. This rumor was deliberately spread by Saab in 

order to pave the way for her, but it had been spread for a long time.., sometimes, she thought so too. 

Because her energy accumulation had indeed surpassed Saab’s. Moreover, she had two bloodlines and 

had the talent of two high-level demons, the fallen angel and the blood demon. Although she had never 

expressed it verbally… But in her heart, she had already thought so. She..! Had already surpassed Saab! 

But looking at the situation of the two fighting, Vera FA realized that she… … Seemed to be too naive… 

If it was her, even if she had the same blood domain buff, she wouldn’t be able to last more than ten 

moves against that female assassin… 

At this moment, Lanaya, who was being looked up to by Vera, felt her heart becoming increasingly 

heavy… … 

This Saab was more difficult to deal with than she had imagined! 

She had heard of this blood demon who was active in the federation’s mercenary world before. The 

evaluation given by the experts was very high. At that time, she didn’t think much of it. After all, demons 

were a race of brainless boors who abused their talents, it was also what she, a skilled person, despised 

the most. 

However, after today’s exchange, she discovered that this fellow was completely different from the 

demons she had met in the past. Although his techniques were a little wild, he had his own style and 

was extremely incisive. He had decided to not lose out to some of the top assassins in the federation. 

Following that was his opponent’s mentality. As a person who had a huge advantage in his home 

ground, he had almost unlimited endurance. However, he was exceptionally patient when he fought. His 

style seemed fierce, but in reality, every step he took was incomparably cautious, there were a few 

times when he deliberately revealed a flaw and the other party held it in. To maintain such patience 

under such a natural advantage, he was indeed worthy of being a top hunter. 

But this would be troublesome for him… 

The other party clearly knew his advantage. As long as he did not make a big mistake, time would be on 

his side, while he would slowly fall into a disadvantage as his stamina was depleted. 

What should she do? 

Lanaya had already started to have thoughts of retreating. However, the shadow demon on the side was 

eyeing her like a tiger eyeing its prey. The other blood demon also did not express its stance. Once she 

retreated, it was very likely that she would fall into a pincer attack from three people. If she could not 

escape in one go, then… If she was stopped, she would probably have to die here today… … 



Thinking of this, Lanaya glanced at seer who was still watching the show from the corner of her eyes. 

She secretly gritted her teeth. ‘give me some use, damn it…’. * Chi * . 

* Chi * ! 

At this moment when she was distracted, a blood-red light flashed past. Lanaya retreated in shock and 

looked at the other party with a gloomy expression. 

The other party was able to seize the opportunity better than she had imagined. She had only shifted 

her gaze slightly. Not only was the other party cautious, he was also decisive when he had the 

opportunity! 

Lanaya’s facial muscles twitched. She could clearly feel that half of her face had been dug out. The 

orange-yellow blood unique to the Templar clan flowed all over her face. The injury was still a small 

matter. The most important thing was that half of her vision was gone, her Eye had suffered a very 

serious external injury! 

Sab did not follow up with a successful attack. Instead, he cautiously widened the distance between 

them and looked for the next opportunity… 

“Sab…”Vera opened her mouth. Her expression became more and more conflicted. If she did not make a 

move now, she was afraid that… … 

“Retreat! !” 

Suddenly, Seer’s voice transmission rang in Lanaya’s ears. 

Lanaya was stunned. Suddenly, she felt a suction force behind her. Sab, who was facing her, narrowed 

his eyes and rushed towards her. Even the shadow devil, who had been watching, rushed towards her in 

a ghostly manner. 

When Lanaya saw this, she jumped back without hesitation! 

Radiant Flame! ! 

A familiar female voice rang out. Suddenly, a huge moon-blue flame spurted out, instantly blocking SAB 

and the Shadow Devil Neyfal’s pursuit! 

Vera looked over from behind in surprise. Seer had unknowingly retreated a few thousand feet away. 

Beside that Little Overlord, the one who was wielding a sky-blue musket was Maya, who had chased 

after her and Saab previously! 

Just as she was stunned, a suction force from space also came from behind her. 

Vera was instantly stunned. 

“What are you still standing there for?”Seer transmitted over from afar, “Why aren’t you coming over?” 

Villafa paused for a moment and looked at the cold gaze sab gave her after his failed pursuit of Lanaya. 

His heart shuddered and without hesitation, he imitated Lanaya and jumped into the spatial wormhole 

that suddenly appeared behind him… 



After jumping into the wormhole, villafa only felt her surroundings blurred for a moment before she 

came to Seer’s side. A golden slime instantly closed the wormhole behind her. 

Other than this golden slime, she also saw some familiar figures, such as that Little Titan… … 

“I didn’t expect that you would also be forced into such a sorry state…”Maya looked at the injuries on 

Lanaya’s face with interest. 

Lanaya was expressionless. She looked at Maya and said indifferently, “I didn’t expect that there would 

be times when I could be saved by you. Are you on the same side as this little overlord?” 

“For now…”Maya laughed and said, “But don’t you care about your injuries? Your eyeballs look quite 

scary. Why Don’t you take care of them first?” 

“You don’t have the time, do you?”Lanaya turned around coldly, she looked in the direction of SAB and 

the others. “Since you want to retreat, why don’t you retreat a little further? You can use phase travel. 

Do you still want to fight them if you retreat so far? I don’t recommend… HMM?” 

Suddenly, a hint of doubt flashed in Lanaya’s remaining eye, because she realized that Sab and the 

shadow demon clearly had no intention of chasing after them… … 

When she retreated just now, they were clearly chasing after her so decisively, but now that she had 

retreated so close to them, why did they stop after only half a second? 

Could it be that they were afraid of the new reinforcements? 

That was not right. She was injured. This slime was obviously an academic spatial warlock. There was no 

need to talk about the juniors around her. The only powerful reinforcement she had was this female 

illusionist. 

They did not dare to fight? 

Those two people had domain buffs… 

“As expected!” 

Just as Lanaya was puzzled, the golden slime behind her spoke… … 

Chapter 1250: Convergence and analysis (part two) ! 

“As expected…” 

The principal’s voice rang out, and seer was the first to look over. 

He actually had a lot of questions in his heart. 

For example, why were you with this woman? Why was Brother Dog With You? What was going on with 

this spatial matrix of yours? Why didn’t you take us far away? If that’s the case, what’s the meaning of 

it? 

However, as a suzerain, he would appear to be a noob if he kept asking questions, so he decided to wait 

for someone else to ask… … 



 

“If that’s the case, what do you see, Old Man?” 

Just as Seer had expected, there was no lack of people to ask questions in this world. However, this 

woman seemed to be very familiar with this principal. This address was very casual… … 

The principal rolled his eyes at Maya and pointed to the front. “Look, is this blood demon’s domain 

frozen there?” 

Everyone looked over and upon closer inspection, they discovered that the dense blood molecules were 

indeed concentrated in a certain area. A distance of 300 feet was like a wall, completely separated from 

the outside world… 

Maya’s eyes lit up when she saw this. 

This situation was a little abnormal. The domain did indeed have a range, but most of it was because of 

the distance that the energy could affect, thus creating a rough area. 

Under normal circumstances, the power of the outer domain would become weaker as it decreased, 

while the core position would have the strongest domain power! 

However, the one in front of them was very strange. The density of the blood molecules in the entire 

domain was quite average, almost the same energy density at a glance, but when it reached the 

boundary, it was as if it was cut open with a knife, with a clear boundary! 

“Old Man, how did you do this?” 

The principal said, “By calculating and calculating the total amount of energy in the domain and the area 

of the design, and then distributing the energy density in every region, we can achieve the current 

effect…” 

“It sounds so troublesome…”. “…”. “…”Maya immediately smiled and said, “To maintain the same 

energy density in such a large area, not only does the algorithm have to be precise, but the fluctuations 

have to be as consistent as possible at all times. It should be very taxing on one’s mental strength, 

right?”? “Why do you have to do such a thankless task?” 

Lanaya, who had her eyes closed, also looked over. Although she was an assassin, she also knew that 

this was indeed thankless. 

The use of a domain was to utilize the energy within the laws. This was especially so now that the blood 

demon domain was only used by Saab alone. Under such circumstances, with Saab as the core, wouldn’t 

the natural state of the domain be better? 

The domain’s scope was so large. Not only was the energy scattered, but the density was even higher. 

Wouldn’t this be a waste of time? What was he using his mental energy for? 

There was a problem… 

Lanaya looked across. Saab and Nevar stood side by side, looking at them coldly. However, it was as if 

they were isolated within the domain. The distance of a few hundred battles was like a natural chasm. 



“The domain doesn’t seem to follow them. This doesn’t make sense… No, it’s not that the domain is 

serving them. It’s that they are serving the domain. The purpose of this domain is to protect 

something!” 

As soon as Lanaya said this, the eyes of the principal beside her immediately lit up. He looked at Lanaya 

with admiration. “As expected of the pillar of the younger generation of the Templar family. You’re 

really smart…” 

Lanaya looked at the principal and said respectfully, “Senior, you said that it was true. You must have 

grasped the basic situation, right? Can you tell us what’s going on?” 

“Look at this young man. He’s talented but not arrogant. The key is that he knows how to respect the 

elderly…” 

Maya:”…” 

At a time like this, this damn old man still had the mood to imply her… … 

“You guessed right, it is indeed guarding something…”. The principal looked ahead and said in a low 

voice, “It is also because it is guarding something, that is why it will equalize the energy of the domain. It 

is to prevent us from guessing the location of the core of the domain, and also the specific coordinates 

of the thing guarding it.” 

“As expected…”Lanaya immediately nodded and immediately asked, “Senior, do you know what it is?” 

The principal: “The core of the Emerald Dream!” 

“How is that possible?”Maya was stunned and immediately retorted, “Why would the core of the 

emerald dream appear in your spatial matrix? Wait…” 

Maya immediately reacted. Previously, the principal had used the Stardust to probe, and the entire 

structure of the matrix had completely changed. The folded space was not a single fragment space, but 

multiple.., in other words, the other party might have folded the fragments containing the core of the 

Emerald Dream into this space! 

“But why did he do that?” 

“To facilitate infection…”. “…”. The principal sighed. “I never thought that my matrix would actually give 

the other party a convenience, allowing it to use it to speed up the infection time!”! “Originally, it 

needed to break the infection in different fragment worlds to completely control this space. But with my 

matrix space, it directly folded some of the other fragment worlds over and gathered them together to 

carry out a one-time infection, speeding up the time!” 

Everyone:”! !” 

So that’s how it was? 

A flash of understanding appeared in Maya’s eyes, and some of her doubts were instantly solved. No 

wonder the other party had to expend so much effort to average the domain energy, no wonder the 

other party wanted to modify the old man’s spatial matrix.., folding the space of several world 



fragments over, such an arduous and unrewarding thing, was actually to infect the core as soon as 

possible? 

“Why are you in such a hurry?”Lanaya asked from the side. “Although it’s slower to spread the infection, 

it’s safer, isn’t it? “Anyway, we’re all trapped in one world fragment. We Can’t stop it from infecting the 

cores of other world fragments. It’s better for it to come here after infecting the cores outside. It doesn’t 

need to spread its power to protect multiple cores, right?” 

The question hit the nail on the head, and seer was stunned for a moment. Yes, why? 

The principal looked at Lanaya with appreciation again, and then explained, “Of course, it’s because it 

can’t afford to delay!” 

“What do you mean?”Maya quickly asked. 

At that moment, the YIMO displayed an overwhelming power. It controlled the domain, resurrected the 

demons, and even controlled the Dragon King of the emerald space. It almost made her feel invincible. 

At this moment, the principal’s words made her heart jolt. This meant that the thing should have a 

weakness… … 

“Previously, we have analyzed that the first host of that thing should be Lord Bolton…”. The principal 

said faintly, “The YIMO has a strange talent, but nothing in the world can break the basic rule of size. By 

parasitizing Bolton, it means that its size is about the same as Bolton’s. and for such a size to be able to 

infect a dragon king level dragon, it is not normal!” 

Pausing for a moment, he continued, “Although I don’t know how it did it, it definitely didn’t do it 

through a normal method. There must be a considerable limit. From its actions in such a hurry, it proves 

that time is not on its side. If it can’t infect the core of the Emerald Dream in a short period of time, then 

the side effects of infecting and controlling the Dragon King with a higher level of infection will probably 

come!”! !” 

 


